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Abstract

This is the first year report by Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) on the NIST-CMU cooperative

effort. The SGRS is a general computer platform under development which is intended to provide

environment for emulating time domain response of complex electric energy systems comprising trans-

mission grids, distribution grids and micro-grids. The simulator is sufficiently general and capable of

demonstrating how today’s electric power grids work, and how connecting micro-grids to the existing

grids, as well as how adding intermittent responsive demand, storage, fast power electronics control,

sensors and communications affects system response. As such, this platform will ultimately be capable

of serving as a simulations-based umbrella for interconnecting diverse hardware test-beds.

The main premise in this project is that the smart grid interoperability protocols (SGIP), and more

broadly, systematic design of cyber physical systems (CPS) for electric energy systems, require that

interoperability standards for provable performance must be model-based and quantifiable so that they

ensure system-level performance. Development of such model-based provable performance standards for

cyber requires systems-level problem posing in which effects of all system components and the effects

of their interactions are accounted for. We are pursuing our Dynamic Monitoring and Decision Systems

(DyMonDS) framework as a unifying modeling, simulations, control and computing environment in

support of SGRS development. This framework has been used in our research group for quite some

time to support development of a multi-level control architecture for provable performance.

An approach like this can support standards/protocols for information exchange and specifications

for system components so that the cyber designed for the system as a whole is justifiably better. Having

an SGRS with such general framework is expected to help pose many fundamental questions underlying

CPS R&D of future electric energy systems; once this is in place, it becomes possible to simulate

and demonstrate potential benefits of many candidate hardware and software technologies. Moreover,

it becomes possible to identify gaps in existing standards, control and communications specifications



necessary for enabling efficient and clean deployment of new distributed energy resources (DERs)

without deteriorating system reliability. As a matter of fact, resiliency of the system with many DERs is

likely to become better than in today’s power grids because DERs themselves can adjust to the system

conditions and enable qualitatively different electricity services during emergencies.

We stress in this project that having provable system performance is hard to achieve is systems of

complexity present in power grids, unless information standards are designed with deep understanding of

both system physics and its dynamical structure. We summarize the basis for a new modeling approach

which does exactly this, and then build on it to describe what has been done so far toward simulations,

control and computing using the new modeling.

In this report we explain how the fundamental structure of electric power system dynamics lends

itself to what ultimately becomes a manageable simulator. Given diverse nature of system components,

and the related temporal and spatial complexity, and vastly different, non-standardized, communications,

control and computing methods embedded within the system components, the first challenge is to

establish a sufficiently general modeling paradigm which makes the effects of interest transparent and

scalable. Most of the models currently used in the electric power industry are hard to decompose in

such a way to explicitly understand the effects of distributed energy resources (DERs), their control,

power electronics control, response with and without PMUs, etc. To overcome this major problem, in our

project we take a step back and look at the structure of dynamical models of specific modules (particular

equipment, or portfolio of equipment) and recognize, based on this structure, that the complexity can

be managed in a modular and interactive way; we propose that much complexity unique to different

technologies can be internalized when modules are modeled, and that interactions between modules can

be modeled and managed without exchanging detailed information about internal states and without

having everyone having to communicate with all other modules. Notably, these interaction variables

have a deep physical meaning, and can be used to set bounds/protocols/standards for control and

communications. They can be also used to define economic signals to providing incentives for efficient

markets.

The report describes first how any future electric energy system comprising transmission, distribution

and/or micro-grids can be thought of as an interconnection of modules characterized by a unified modular

structure; each module has data which can be shared with other modules in the system, and data,

algorithms, models, sensing, control and computing, internal to the module. The time domain response

of complex grids represents combined effects of physical laws driving response of the system to different

initial conditions; embedded decisions for changing set points of controllable equipment in response to

sensed and communicated signals; as well as of to hard-to-predict discrete events. DyMonDS framework

utilizes this novel modular-based modeling. Next, modular-based models are used to demonstrate how

automated modeling of complex grids can be performed using this modular approach and inherent
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structure of the power grids. Next, it is illustrated how control design specifications can be established

for provable performance using DyMonDS modeling framework. Notably, it is demonstrated that there

are inherent trade offs between the complexity of distributed control and communications specifications

when one attempts to design resilient and efficient electric energy systems.

The proposed information architecture is shown to have: 1) slow scheduling component which

supports processing of forecast and predictable conditions for balancing supply and demand, and to

avoid power grid congestion; 2) faster regulation component supporting frequency and voltage regulation

in response to hard-to-predict deviations of actual system inputs; and, 3) very fast power-electronically

controlled stabilizing automation to ensure system-level stability in response to very fast changes around

predicted conditions. Much theoretical foundation already exist regarding sufficient conditions which

ensure that DyMonDS-based sensing, communications, control and embedded decision making can be

designed for the system as a whole to be resilient and efficient.

In particular, in later part of the report we describe the SGRS which emulates market clearing for

provable performance. In particular, SGRS is capable of demonstrating simulations-based Transactive

Energy (TE) control; we have also made the first step toward connecting data remotely from CMU

dorms as input data t this market simulator. Demonstration of proof-of-concept TE control and its role

in managing power grid congestion is described. A brief discussion of how this design relates to SGIP

standards is provided.

Finally, we present how a distributed power flow can be implemented for micro-grids without having

a Distribution System Operator (DSO) interaction. Wires and buses are equipped with smarts which

cooperatively compute the power flow of the system. Specific alarms can be given when a power flow

solution does not exist, and/or when it violates line flow or voltage limits. This approach naturally fits

into DyMonDS for micro-grids for which much smart wire grid hardware exists. As another example of

smart modules for micro-grids we describe EVs and their role in helping manage the system imbalances.

In summary, this report provides a presentation of underlying modeling, simulation, control (in-

cluding market clearing) approach which is fundamentally based on viewing the complex power grids

as interconnections of well-defined modules. The basis for information exchange protocols and for

the control logic and communication specifications rests on the theoretical foundations underlying

DyMonDS framework. It is straightforward to demonstrate the effects of the changing conventional grid

control paradigm on resiliency and efficiency of the evolving power grids. Perhaps the most notable

distinction of our work is the ability to demonstrate potential of closed-loop feedback using PMUs

and power electronics and to, more generally, utilize high bandwidth devices. Examples are provided to

illustrate new concepts whenever possible. Future steps are proposed; the plan is to use the general SGRS

to identify gaps in standards and protocols for supporting cyber integration for provable performance,

resiliency and efficiency, in particular.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In what follows we first introduce in Section II a general schematic representation of transmis-

sion, distribution and evolving micro-grids as multi-layered interconnected modules. In Section

III we summarize the general structure of our multi-layered physics-based modeling of future

electric energy systems. We briefly contrast the proposed modeling with the state-of-art modeling

currently used by the utilities and describe the need for modular modeling which is based on

careful accounting of physics-based model structure. It is discussed how any module representing

any piece of equipment in electric energy systems can be modeled in terms of the internal

dynamics driven by the physics of the module. It is then explained how exogenous signals

entering each module can be decomposed according to their temporal responses. This, in turn,

sets the basis for decomposing control of each module into: 1) local automation responding

to very fast deviations of locally sensed states, outputs and interaction variables communicated

to the module from the neighboring modules; 2) intelligent Balancing Authority (iBA) level

automated control, such as Enhanced Automatic Generation Control (E-AGC) and Enhanced

Automatic Voltage Control (E-AVC) which responds to slower changes in iBA-level states and

the interaction variables with the neighboring iBAs; this leads to changing set points of voltage

and power controlled equipment at the slower rate than the rate of local automation; and, finally,

system-level optimization of available power by scheduling set points of controllable resources

in a feed-forward look-ahead manner given the predictions of the exogenous inputs; parts of the

power grids which are operated by the day-ahead markets (DAM), hour-ahead market (HAM) and

real-time market (RTM) support the optimization at the system level. We suggest in this section

that the Transactive Energy (TE) control serves the purpose of system-level optimization. Once

the basic dynamics and modular model structure is introduced, it becomes possible to propose

information flow protocols which are model-based. This is introduced in Section V. Consistent

with the module model structure it becomes possible to propose a general information flow

for any module in terms of: 1) learned data; 2) module parameters, state initial conditions and

exogenous inputs; 3) methods and algorithms used for local automation and/or participation in the

iBA-level control, and/or feed-forward scheduling for each module; and, 4) communicated data

to the rest of the system. We describe in this subsection that, depending on how is the power

grid thought of (as a collection of modules, or as a vertically integrated module comprising
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all wires), the information flow in support of demonstrating management of the power grid

can be qualitatively different. For purposes of supporting whole sale markets the power grid is

considered as a single module with a centralized data base. However, for purposes of modeling

and controlling micro-grids we further decompose the distribution grid into its components;

this is done to show potential benefits of many distributed smarts under development, such as

smart wire grids (SWG), dynamic line rating (DLR) device. Finally, a major point is made

that information exchange is critical across multiple layers, such as in between micro-grids

(embedded into utility distribution grids) distribution grids, transmission grids and between

multiple-owner of electrically connected transmission grids. A possible Dynamic Monitoring

and Decision Systems (DYMONDS) framework is then proposed as a possible cyber architecture

necessary for for supporting systematic integration of distributed energy resources (DERs), for

efficient market design and for resilient response of future grids. Notably, once a structural general

physics-based modeling is introduced, it becomes possible to take a step back and formally

pose performance objectives of future electric energy systems as the problem of enhancing

the physical and grid and its cyber such as resiliency and efficiency. DYMONDS framework

provides an environment in which sensing and control specifications can be defined for all

system modules and their interactive communications with the transparent understanding of the

contributions by the modules to the system-level performance. This is fundamentally new way of

re-thinking cyber for operations of electric energy systems in which module specifications of all

components are given and well-defined. We use a real-word example of Flores Island distribution

network in Portugal and illustrate how one might begin to think of micro-grid design with well-

defined objectives. We also illustrate how different technologies contribute to the system-level

performance; subtle trade off between the complexity of control (power electronics, in particular)

and communication complexity is particularly intriguing.

Finally, we have added a section documenting how information can be gathered and exchanged

with the actual hardware, a CMU dormitory in particular. It is described in Section X a possible

smart Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) in support of transactive energy (TE) control.
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II. PROPOSED MULTI-LAYERED MODULAR REPRESENTATION OF TRANSMISSION AND

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS, AND THE EVOLVING MICRO-GRIDS

Shown in Figure 1 is the IEEE 118 bus test system partitioned into modules. Legend explains

all types of modules in such typical high-voltage transmission system.

Fig. 1. Modular representation of 118 IEEE bus system [1]

In this typical EHV/HV transmission grid load modules represent aggregate loads at the

substation level or higher voltage levels. In the emerging systems the physical interactions

between the transmission and distribution and micro-grids will be taking place through modules

indicated in red blocks in Figure 1. Shown in Figure 2 is a distribution grid in Flores island,

Portugal [2] and in Figure 3 is its modular decomposition which treats the entire power grid

as a single module (in yellow), and in Figure 4 modular decomposition of the same physical

network in which every wire is a separate module with smarts.

We next propose a new modular modeling for the evolving electric energy systems based on

several observations concerning: 1) the basic drivers of internal states dynamics of each module;

the temporal decomposition of exogenous signals entering each module; and, 3) the temporal

decomposition of automation, regulation and scheduling. Once this is recognized, it becomes

possible to design the necessary information flow architecture to implement in order to ensure
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Fig. 2. Real world distribution grid in Flores island

resilient and efficient system performance. Critical for this to work is the characterization of

modules in terms of their interactions with the rest of the system. We stress that for the system

to integrate new technologies effectively, it is not necessary to exchange information about all

internal states within the modules.

III. PROPOSED MULTI-LAYERED PHYSICS-BASED MODELING OF FUTURE ELECTRIC ENERGY

SYSTEMS

We start by observing that each module is characterized by its dynamic response to the given

initial conditions xi(0) and by the embedded cyber, mainly feedback and forward control ui(t) in

response to the exogenous signals mi(t) for t > 0 and to deviations of states from their desired,

pre-specified values. Components in the existing electric energy systems can be classified into:

1) single port components i, connected through one set of terminals to sport of some other

neighboring modules j ∈ Ci ; and , 2) two-port components i whose two ports i1 and i2 are

connected to to ports of some other neighboring modules j ∈ Ci. It has been known that the

dynamics of internal states in each single port xi(t) is governed by the set of coupled differential

equations
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Fig. 3. General modular decomposition of a distribution grid; grid a single module

Fig. 4. General modular decomposition of a distribution grid; distributed wires

ẋi(t) = fi(xi(t), xj(t),mi(t), ui(t)) given mi(t), for t > 0 and xi(0) (1)

Furthermore, following principles of today’s hierarchical control in power grid, we decompose
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any actual exogenous input mi(t) into three components as follows

mi(t) = Mi[KTM ] + Mi[kTs] + ∆mi(t) (2)

This temporal decomposition is shown for illustrative purposes in case of real power input to

the load as shown in Figure 5. Typical market time interval TM ranges from 24 hours ahead

(DAM), through 1 hour ahead (HAM) and 5-10 minutes ahead (RTD). Typical time sample for

implementing regulation in response to hard-to-predict slow deviations from set points pre-set

in a feed forward way is Ts = 2sec. Finally, very fast fluctuations of exogenous signals within

time Ts occur in near-real-time t.

Fig. 5. Temporal decomposition of the exogenous module input mi(t)[3]

Each module simply extracts the exogenous signal of interest locally to perform regulation

and stabilizing automation. Shown in Figure 6 are deviations of interest: Mi[KTM ] is generally

obtained using prediction and learning based on historic data, and it is subtracted it is made

available to the regulation and stabilization automation for computing deviations of this prediction

from the actual exogenous signal.

A. Modular-based multi-layered control design

Today’s hierarchical control is only deployed in controllable power plants; each generator-

turbine in a conventional power plant which are synchronous machines has excitation control and

governor control. In addition, energy conversion is controlled differently depending on the type of
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Fig. 6. Temporal decomposition of deviations from predicted component Mi[TM ] [3]

power plant. It is easiest to understand the control design of power plants by understanding that

their main role is to balance the system in response to the exogenous power imbalance seen by

each power plant; if one thinks of this imbalance as a signal mi(t) seen by the power plant, then

it follows that the local stabilizing control by governors and excitation control has the objective

of canceling out the effects of this imbalance on local frequency and voltage of the generator.

Much the same way as exogenous disturbance is temporally decomposed, the generator control

is decomposed into three components intended to respond to these disturbances, as shown in

Figure 7. The actual control signal applied to module i is ui(t) and it can be thought of as

ui(t) = ui(t)
stab + u

ref
i [kTs] + u

ref
i [KTM ] (3)

The local primary control ui(t) in Eqn. (3) is the fastest stabilizing automation responding

to very fast fluctuations in ∆mi(t) (Eqn. (2). In the evolving electric energy systems there will

be many non-conventional control means, ranging from fast storage (flywheels, electric vehicles

EVs)), power-electronically switched wires, responsive demand (notably variable speed drives in

many load motors), and the like. We propose that it is essential to understand the role of these

new controllable equipment and the existing mechanically switched transmission and distribution

equipment (notably transformers which can adjust their ratio to control flow and/or voltage, and

various switched shunt and series capacitors and inductors) keeping in mind the control design
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temporal decomposition currently well-understood for controlling conventional power plants.

The fundamental distinction between the effects of entirely decentralized stabilizing control

uloc
i (t) which responds only to its local state xi(t) , on one hand, and the qualitatively different

role of distributed control which is designed to respond to the local states and some signals

from the neighboring modules xj(t), on the other hand, must be understood so that sufficiently

effective control standards are introduced in order for the interconnected system dynamics to

retain stability. Similar specifications are needed for iBA-level regulation and for the system-wide

scheduling in interconnections with many different owners (micro-grids, distribution networks,

transmission grids, regional transmission grids, etc.). Much research is available on specific

control designs of three qualitatively different control components shown in Eqn. (3).

Fig. 7. Temporal decomposition of feed-forward scheduling u
ref
i [KTM ] and the regulating feedback control u

ref
i [KTs] [3]

In this project we explain how many unconventional control designs, such as Transactive

Energy control, demand side response, storage control, control of wires, use of EVs for regulation,

or any other proposed control technologies can be posed as playing the role in either feed

forward control u
ref
i [KTM ], or frequency and voltage regulation u

ref
i [kTs] , or fast power-

electronically-switched controllers (inverters placed next to the wind power plants, or PVs). Much

recent research has shown that carefully designed distributed control can always ensure stable

system-level frequency and voltage. However, there is definitive trade off between the control

effort required at the module level and the complexity of communications required to support
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implementation of more coordinated control. In other words, assuming that the exogenous signals

are defined and distributed control is designed systematically so that (portfolio of modules) meets

distributed control design specifications, it becomes possible to ensure resiliency/reliability in

qualitatively different ways from the ways this has been attempted in the past. Namely, instead of

relying only on conventional power plants to ensure reliable and resilient response to exogenous

signals seen by the modules, each portfolio of modules (iBA) needs to meet control specifications

resulting from carefully designed distributed control and signal gathering from neighboring

modules i ∈ Cj . However, efficient control design measured in terms of system-level performance

objectives, can be shown to be generally more optimal with right coordination. We have many

examples in support of these general claims and in the later reports throughout this project we

will be demonstrating these using our SGRS. In the past, scheduling has been done keeping

cost as the main objective (economic dispatch, unit commitment) under the assumption that the

regulation of relevant iBA-level variables, such as frequency, is done using AGC, for example,;

and, that there are no fast stability problems caused by fast fluctuations of actual exogenous

signals from their predicted values. It is described later in the Section XI how these assumptions

lead to different models embedded into each module i and how optimal utilization of resources

becomes a market clearing problem. Small, but notable deviations from the way the optimal

scheduling of resources has been done prior to introducing electricity markets is fundamental

in the sense that the optimization of system-level cost was done in the past by assuming O&M

cost of power plants to be known, and the demand inelastic. In electricity markets, and as many

unconventional technologies penetrate the existing power grids, it is important to enable decision

making at each module level i and for the results of such decision making to be communicated to

the Independent System Operator (ISO), for example, to coordinate schedules while taking these

bids into consideration. Transactive control is one way of implementing such optimization for

efficiency , under the above made assumptions regarding the deviations of feed-forward signals

from the actual signals.

This understanding is key to managing complexity in the emerging electric energy systems

by well-designed cyber and for provable performance (such as resiliency and/or efficiency). Our

SGRS rests on starting with this understanding. Given the objectives of micro-grid cyber and

physical wiring design, one could just follow wild goose chasing path without posing the problem

systematically, for understanding what types of controllers one may use to manage what type
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of disturbances for both resiliency and efficiency. In contrast with an approach which promotes

deployment of one technology over the other, we propose a DYMONDS framework which will

help consider alternatives and assess what is doable and why. In this first project report only some

examples are described. It is our plan to have a sufficiently general and transparent platform for

this purpose. In the later part of this report we have sections which address transactive energy,

resilience and micro-grids issues using DYMONDS approach. In Section V below we draw

on this general modular modeling approach to propose one possible information architecture

in support of cyber design for provable performance (resilience and efficiency). Prior to doing

this, we report on one of the major breakthroughs so far in the project in the next section.

It is explained how our general modular approach can be used to derive dynamic models of

the interconnected system with the clear delineation of modular boundaries; these models are

essential for deriving distributed control using well-established methods from control design in

large-scale dynamical systems. The PI of this project has made first contributions to modeling

and control design of such open-access large-scale electric power grids by recognizing the

fundamental structure of dynamics in power systems described here. What has changed is that

micro-grids, for example, have qualitatively different controllers and equipment dynamics from

the conventional power grids; however, we propose that the fundamental structures are the same.

One needs to understand the characterization of these new technologies in light of the underlying

structure.

Relevant for this project is that the earlier work by the PI and her associates has been primarily

theoretical in nature. In this project we are making a major effort to carry the concepts one step

further so that automated modeling and the supporting sensing, communications and control

design can be done.

IV. AUTOMATED DISTRIBUTED MODULAR-BASED SIMULATIONS OF INTERCONNECTED

POWER SYSTEM DYNAMICS FOR DISTRIBUTED STABILIZATION CONTROL DESIGN

In this section, the dynamics of power system components on the fastest time-scale are

considered. The modelling in this section allows for examining whether there are any instabilities

at the fast time-scale, which are not apparent in slower time-scales. One of the main roadblocks

to systematic analysis and control design at the fast time-scale of large-scale real-world power

grids, as well as microgrids, has been the complexity of their modelling. In this section, the
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automation of this modelling process is discussed, and a framework for implementing this

automated process in a distributed manner is proposed. An automated modular approach, based on

common information modelling, is introduced for symbolically expressing the dynamic equations

of power systems in standard state space form.

The modular approach is particularly useful for power systems because large systems contain

many of the same types of components, such as synchronous machines, induction machines,

and transmission lines. Using this modular approach, first dynamic models are expressed in a

common form for each power system component. Then given the connection between modules,

the dynamic models of each module are combined in an automated procedure. After combining

the modules, it is shown that each module’s dynamics can be expressed in terms of only its own

state variables and the state variables of the modules directly connected to that module. These

modular models make it possible to study dynamic interactions between modules and to design

control to shape these interactions.

After the symbolic dynamic equations for the interconnected power system have been obtained,

a framework for simulating these dynamic equations in a distributed manner is discussed. When

simulating the dynamic equations, only the state variables between directly connected modules

must be communicated. The framework described in this section allows for a simulation-based

power system platform, rather than just a hardware-based platform.

A. Automated Distributed Modelling

Physically the dynamics of power system components are governed by Maxwell’s equations,

which are a set of partial differential equations with time and space derivatives. In order to

simulate Maxwell’s equations, precise information about the geometry of the system is needed.

For example, to compute the resultant magnetic fields from the windings on a machine, it

is necessary to know the exact geometry and position of the windings. Such information is

often not available, and many existing control design techniques cannot be used with provable

performance for a system of partial differential equations. For these reasons, in this section it

is assumed that all power system components are modelled using lumped parameters models,

which allow for ordinary differential equations with only time derivatives. It is also assumed

that all components, including transmission lines, are modelled as having dynamics. Given these
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assumptions, the dynamic equations for each module can be expressed as:

ẋk = f(xk, pk, uk,mk) (4)

where xk is the vector of state variables in module k, uk is the vector of controllable inputs to

module k, mk is the vector of exogenous inputs to module k, and pk is the port inputs to module

k that will be determined by its connection to the rest of the system. As graphically depicted

by Fig. 8, power system components can have either one port per phase (such as synchronous

machines, induction machines, and loads) or two ports per phase (such as transmission lines)

[4]. The state variable at each port is either a current (as for a synchronous machine) or a charge

(as for a transmission line when using the pi model with shunt capacitance [5]). For each port,

if the port state is a charge, then the port input is a current while if the port state is a current,

then the port input is a voltage as shown in Fig. 9.

As shown in (2), the exogenous input mk can be divided into 3 temporal components. For

control on the fastest time-scale, we are interested in the very fast fluctuations of the exogenous

input. Hence our fast controller should respond to ∆mk(t).

Fig. 8. Visual representation of one and two port modules

Fig. 9. Modules with port states of currents have port inputs of currents and modules with port states of charges have port

inputs of currents.

The dynamic equations for synchronous machines, induction machines, transmission lines, and
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loads are given in [6]. Since the dynamics of each module must be combined, the dynamics of

each module should be expressed at a common reference frame speed. The dynamic equations

in [6] are given in the stationary two-phase (αβ) reference frame. It should be noted that time-

varying phasors have often been used for modelling and control of power systems. This assumes

that the frequency of the currents is constant, and this simplification is only accurate for small

deviations from the equilibrium. The models given in [6] make no such assumption and can

be used to accurately model the dynamics of the system far away from equilibrium, which is

necessary in response to a large disturbance.

Using object-oriented programming, MATLAB classes are defined for each component (syn-

chronous machine, induction machines, transmission lines, and loads) with the corresponding

dynamic equations. For each component in the power system, objects of the appropriate type are

created. For the interconnected power system, when combining the dynamics from each module,

each module’s dynamics can be expressed in terms of only its own states xk and the states of

the connecting modules xck.

ẋk = f(xk, xck, uk,mk) (5)

In [6], a centralized automated method for forming the interconnected dynamic model for

each module was presented. In order to allow for distributed computing on multiple processors,

a different, distributed automated methodology is presented in this section. A junction is defined

as the intersection of two or more ports, and a “Junction” MATLAB class is created. The

“Junction” class solves for the port inputs at that junction in terms of the port state variables

at the junction using Kirchoffs current law (KCL) constraint at the junction and the Kirchoffs

voltage law (KVL) constraints, setting all voltages at that junction equal. After making these

substitutions, the dynamics for each module can be expressed in the interconnected form given

by (5).

Depending on how the modules are connected, the interconnection of modules can produce

all-inductor cutsets, which occur when one of the inductor currents can be expressed as a linear

combination of the other inductor currents, or all-capacitor loops, which occur when one of

the capacitor charges can be expressed as a linear combination of the other capacitor charges.

In this case, in order to express the dynamics of the interconnected system in standard state

space form as an ODE (ordinary differential equation) system rather than a DAE (differential
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and algebraic equation) system, it is necessary to eliminate a state variable from the model. A

detailed description of this process is given in [6].

With this modular approach, all-inductor cutsets occur when there are no port state charges

at a junction while all-capacitor loops occur when there are two or more port state charges

at a junction. It should be noted that for computational efficiency, only all-capacitor loops are

checked for at each junction, not all-inductor cutsets. The reason for this is because, with the

models used in this section, there will never be any all-inductor cutsets. Assuming the pi model

of the transmission line is used and there are always transmission lines between buses, there

will never be any all-inductor cutsets between modules.

The module data structure for the “SynchronousMachine” class and the “Junction” class

are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively. These figures show the flow of information

and communication between the “SynchronousMachine” class and the “Junction class. The

structure for the “InductionMachine”, “TransmissionLine”, and “Load” classes are very similar

to “SynchronousMachine” class.

Fig. 10. “SynchronousMachine” class structure for symbolically deriving the interconnected dynamics

As an example, the 46-bus Flores Island power system shown in Fig. 12, which was analyzed

in [7], is considered. The diesel power plant and the hydro power plant can be modelled

using the “SynchronousMachine” class while the wind power plant can be modelled using the
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Fig. 11. “Junction” class structure for symbolically deriving the interconnected dynamics

“InductionMachine” class. The wires can be modelled using the “TransmissionLine” class and

the loads can be modelled using the “Load” class.

Fig. 12. 46-bus Flores Island power system with different types of objects labelled

B. Distributed Simulation

After the symbolic expressions for the interconnected dynamics of each module have been

obtained in the form given by (5), it is desired to substitute in numeric values for those symbols to

simulate the dynamics of the interconnected system. This can be done using the “matlabFunction”

command, which converts symbolic expressions to a function handle. For each object, this

function handle takes as input its own state variables, its own controllable inputs, its own
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parameters, the state variables of connecting objects, and the time and outputs its own state

variables derivatives.

It is desired to simulate each module’s dynamics on different processors in parallel. The

interconnected dynamics equation form given by (5) is desirable because only directly connected

state variables need to be communicated between processors. To simulate the dynamics in a

modular manner, we choose a fixed time step ∆t that is smaller than the fastest time constant.

For each time step, next iteration values of each module’s state variables are computed using

the MATLAB differential equation solver ‘ode45’. After each time step, the next iteration values

are exchanged between modules that are connected to each other. This distributed simulation

process is graphically depicted in Fig. 13. Future work will involve choosing a variable time step

∆t, which will increase the computational efficiency of the distributed simulation by reducing

the number of time steps needed.

Fig. 13. Visual representation of distributed simulation process

The module structure for the “SynchronousMachine” class when numerically simulating the

dynamics is shown in Fig. 14. Note that this structure is different from the one shown earlier

for symbolically deriving the interconnected dynamic model. This is because the flow of infor-

mation and communication is different when simulating the dynamics compared to deriving the

interconnected dynamic model. The structure for the “InductionMachine”, “TransmissionLine”,
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and “Load” classes are very similar to “SynchronousMachine” class.

Fig. 14. “SynchronousMachine” class structure for numerically simulating the dynamic equations

V. GENERAL INTERACTIVE MODEL-BASED INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE WITHIN

COMPLEX MULTI-LAYERED ELECTRIC ENERGY SYSTEMS

Based on the structure of dynamic models described above, and keeping in mind the temporal

decomposition of exogenous signals seen by each module i defined in Eqn. (2) and temporal

decomposition of control design given in Eqn. (3), it becomes possible to propose information

architecture for interactive information exchange which can be used for designing cyber for

provable performance. The same information architecture becomes one possible basis for as-

sessing weak points and potential problems with today’s cyber design in micro-grids and other

emerging power systems. Shown in Figure 15 are the fundamental information flows required to

support market optimization (black arrows), to support iBA-based regulation (red arrows,TBC),

and green arrows indicating communications flows with the neighboring modules necessary for

implementing distributed control. Further justification of our major claim that stabilizing control

requires only fast sensing and communications with neighboring modules is discussed in Section

VI.

Based on the discussion of model structure above, it is shown that the optimization to

compute most efficient economic dispatch, or most efficient market clearing requires information

architecture shown in black line; this is system-wide, hub-type information structure supporting

market clearing; in Section XI below we briefly describe that this is effectively computer
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Fig. 15. General information architecture proposed

implementation of Transactive Energy control as currently proposed. Details of market clearing

and the information exchange, methods and algorithms in place are described in Section XI and

the inclusion of power grid constraints in Section XII. This is one of the major milestones we

are reporting for the first year. We have this implemented in a scalable way and the results are

discussed in these two sections for two representative systems. Notably, in order for scalability

and transparency to follow, it is necessary to keep a general modular representation used in our

computer platform under development; this representation is shown in Figure 16. It is described

in Section XI how one obtains from the general modular representation the modular model, and

methods for scheduling purposes.

VI. INTERACTION VARIABLE-BASED MODELING OF POWER SYSTEM DYNAMICS FOR

SMART GRID IN THE ROOM SIMULATOR

The need to ensure safe and reliable operation of electric energy grids increases as new

intelligence is added to the grid. To achieve this goal, it is of crucial importance to observe

dynamic behavior of power systems and to take appropriate control actions in real-time. Beside
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Fig. 16. General information architecture of any module i; the representation is not technology sensitive

sensing and automation which both play important roles, real-time simulators of power system

dynamics are needed to simulate the system behavior in real-time before any actual action is

taken.

Simulating power system dynamics in real-time is a problem of high complexity. The com-

plexity emerges due to the size of interconnected power systems and due to the vast number

of different devices which participate in the dynamic response. Although microgrids are much

smaller in size and don’t have such extensive model complexity, their decentralized nature poses

a different sort of challenge. Distributed real-time simulations of power system dynamics are

needed to enable decentralized operation of sensing and automation equipment in microgrids.

This task of the Smart Grid in the Room project is concerned with building a distributed

simulator of power system dynamics. We show the simulator design on the example of the

Flores Island power system which is itself a microgrid. Figure 17 shows the components in the

Flores power system and the information exchange needed to build a simulator of the system
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dynamic behavior. We note that a decentralized simulator of power system dynamics does not

require any information to be exchanged between modules which are not directly connected to

each other. This property of the dynamics simulator resembles the physical flow of energy in

the system and its crucial when it comes to decentralizing the simulator design.

Fig. 17. Information exchange for dynamic purpose.

The numerical integration is performed on a dynamic model which models dynamics of

interaction variables. The notion of interaction variables is introduced next. Each device in the

system contributes to the system dynamic behavior with its internal dynamics. The way these

devices interact between themselves will additionally govern system dynamics. We introduce

interaction variables to separate these two phenomena. Interaction variables are dynamic states

z which show how different devices interact with each other. They form the interaction-level of

the power system model. Internal states x̄ form the internal-level of the model.

The dynamic model of module i can be rewritten using interaction variables as states

˙̄xi = f̄i(x̄i, zi,
dzj

dt
,ui,mi)

żi = gi(x̄i,
dzj

dt
,ui,mi)

(6)

where x̄i ∈ Rni−1 is the vector of all original module states except one, zi is the module’s
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interaction variable, ui its control inputs and mi its exogenous inputs. One state, substituted

by the interaction variable, is removed from the original set of states in order to avoid state

redundancy. The newly obtained dynamical model of module i has the same properties in terms

of stability as the original physical model. Interaction variable-based modeling is shown to lend

itself to the controller design for power-electronically-switched devices such as FACTS and

HVDC lines [9].

Internal dynamics is captured using time-varying phasors. Time-varying phasors are phasors of

time-varying magnitude and phase angle rotating at nearly-constant frequency. The assumption of

nearly constant frequency is commonly made by engineers in order to simplify the instantaneous

dynamic model given in (4).

Modeling of module dynamics using time-varying phasors introduces one complexity. Dy-

namics of phasors of all modules have to be expressed in a single reference frame in order to

combine modules together. Network reference frame is used as a common reference frame in

this work and states of all devices are expressed with respect to this reference. It is possible

to model dynamics in a completely decentralized way by taking network reference frame as a

convention for expressing phasors.

Each device or group of devices, described dynamically by (6), can be incorporated into the

earlier proposed structure of a DYMOND as shown in Figure 18.

In the context of dynamic simulator, each module is in charge of the numerical integration

of its internal states and its interaction variable. In order to perform numerical integration the

module needs to learn the rate of change of interaction variables of all neighboring modules.

Communicated by the module is the module’s own rate of change of the interaction variable.

Finally, the internal dynamical states are those which get updated with each step of the numerical

solver.

It is important to mention that structure plays a significant role in the design of the dynamic

simulator. Only the rate of change of interaction variables of neighboring modules is needed

in order to perform numerical integration of the modules states. Therefore, there is no need

for communication between modules and a centralized entity or between geographically distant

modules which significantly simplifies the solver design. Additionally, interaction variables allow

for numerical integration at different time scales which reduces the computational time notably.
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Fig. 18. An example of a DYMONDS module for dynamic simulations.

A. Prof of Concept of the Interaction Variable-based Simulator

At present, different numerical integration modules are designed as separate MATLAB in-

stances. We modeled generators, transmission lines, loads and several FACTS devices. The

communication between modules is established through TCP/IP channels.

Figure 19 shows the numerical integration results on an example of a two bus system. The

interaction variables and the internal states are shown in the case of a decentralized simulation

and the full set of states is shown in the case of the centralized simulation we use as a benchmark.

The numerical integration of the generator dynamics is performed with the time step ten times

larger than the one of the transmission line dynamics. As expected the two responses are almost

identical.

The next phase on this task is to combine the numerical integrator with the adaptive load

management simulator. The adaptive load management simulator will provide set-points for the

controllers used in the numerical integration.
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Fig. 19. Response of the two bus system (centralized vs. decentralized dynamic simulator).

B. Concluding Remarks on Dynamic Simulations

Distributed simulations of power system dynamics are necessary to enable the full potential

of controllers and to ensure acceptable system behavior in cases of unpredictable events such as

faults. Our goal is to form a distributed simulation architecture based on capabilities of physical

entities (devices/modules/areas) to perform simulations of their own dynamics independently,

communicating with neighbors only when necessary. We propose two different solutions which

vary in the information which is communicated between modules; first solution is to communicate

states on ports of devices and the second solution to communicate interaction variables of

modules/devices. Figure 20 shows the tradeoff in complexity between these solutions and the

centralized dynamic simulator.

VII. EXAMPLES OF MODULAR CONTROLLERS

Microgrids and utility-level power systems are prone to instabilities if not controlled properly.

Controller design with provable performance is complemented by a dynamic simulator which

tracks dynamic system behavior under different conditions.

Tradeoff between communication and control effort for different control architectures is shown
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Fig. 20. Tradeoff in complexity between different dynamic simulator architectures.

in Figure 21. For each of these controllers, PMU information is required to close the loop on the

fast time scale and to enable the controllers to stabilize system effectively. Using module-based

control one can show that:

1) Decentralized control does not always guarantee stability;

2) Distributed control does guarantee stability under certain conditions;

3) Centralized control is optimal but it requires more communication which make it less

robust against communication failure

Fig. 21. Tradeoff in complexity between different controllers: Energy-based Control on Flywheels [8], Ectropy-based Control

on Power-Electronics [9], Composite Controller of Generator Dynamics [12], Differentially Flat Control of Generators [13].
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A. Example of Using Interaction Variables for managing Inter-area Oscillations in the Western

US Power Grid

FACTS and other power-electronically-controlled devices are introduced to the grid to obtain

benefits by adjusting the nominal working conditions in the grid. Rarely are they placed in the

grid with the primary purpose of dynamics stabilization. We have shown in [10] and [11] that

ectropy-based controller, in addition to the interaction variable dynamic model, can be used to

stabilize the power grids affected by large disturbances and oscillations.

Power systems are often partitioned into areas by ownership of equipment. While the param-

eters of devices are usually not shared between areas, disturbances do not recognize man-made

boundaries and propagate between areas. In practice, the controllers are tuned without considering

dynamics of neighboring areas. Additionally, Centralized Remedial Action Schemes (C-RAS)

do not guarantee that the transition between two viable operating points will follow a stable

trajectory. In the grid which is increasingly operated as an open access grid, we have proposed

a systematic modular approach to power system controller design using interaction variables

which overcomes these constraints.

A simplified Western Electric Coordinating Council-like power system which captures the os-

cillations in frequency between Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and Southern California

Edison (SCE) is outlined in Figure 22. We look at the system behavior when a short circuit to

the ground fault is created in the middle of one of the transmission lines. For the disturbance

and the operating condition of interest, the system is transiently unstable. This is due to the loss

of synchronization between generators.

Fig. 22. A simplified network resembling WECC power system.

One possible C-RAS action in this case would be to disconnect the faulted transmission
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line from the rest of the system. Figure 23(a) shows the response of the system frequency

when no action is taken and when C-RAS is acting to remove the fault. The system is clearly

unstable when no action is taken and the C-RAS action does not help because it relies on the

existence of equilibrium of the post-fault system, which in this case is nonexistent. We proposed

a TCSC controller which is installed at Bus 3. Figure 23(b) shows the transiently stable frequency

response when the system is controlled by the TCSC while C-RAS is assumed inactive. Clearly,

the system preserves stability for the disturbance of interest.
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(a) C-RAS acting on the disturbance.
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(b) A controller based on interaction variables.

Fig. 23. Simulations of a disturbance in the simplified WECC power system.

VIII. ROLE OF DISTRIBUTED POWER FLOW IN MICRO-GRIDS

Micro-grids, like traditional power grids, need to calculate power flow to determine if the loads

can be served by the generation and distribution lines of the network. A distributed method for

calculating power flow lends itself to micro-grids, without requiring global information being

fed to a centralized coordinator. This can be very advantageous for micro-grids, which may not

have as many buses as a traditional power system, but may need to reconfigure system topology

and parameters in response to system conditions. This method may also be implemented as

an automated process, to be initiated every time conditions change or are predicted to change.

Even though power flow is a steady-state, and not dynamic idea in power systems, the modular

approach can take advantage of such a distributed algorithm.

The proposed distributed algorithm for power flow calculation accomplishes this by having

both buses and lines act as intelligent agents. Each agent is responsible for updating their own
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variables, and communicating this data to directly connected neighbors. A major contribution

of this work is to treat line’s power flows and losses as variables as well as voltage differences

across lines. Using this model of the system, an optimization problem can be formulated that

minimizes the deviation of satisfying constituent relations of every line, subject to Kirchhoff’s

laws.

The lines, as modules, are responsible for updating these variables based on their own math-

ematical models, and data received from buses that the lines are connected to. Lines calculate

and update Lagrange multiplier values, which correspond to Kirchhoff’s current law constraints.

In order to satisfy Kirchhoff’s voltage law, a tree of the network, represented as a graph, is to be

determined. Only the lines that make up the tree update their voltage differences as a function of

the lines’ constituent relationships; other lines compute their voltage differences as an algebraic

result of the tree’s voltages.

Fig. 24. Modular representation of 3 bus system

Figure 24 shows how the modules would be determined in a 3 bus system. There are three

buses and three lines. The buses can be of three different types: PV bus, PQ bus, and slack or

reference bus. The communications requirements are that lines must be able to communicate

with buses that they are directly connected to, and that buses must also be able to communicate
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to the lines connected to it. The specific mathematical model used by a line depends on the

types of buses that are connected to either end. For example, line 1 in Figure 24 connects the

slack bus and a PQ bus, while line 3 connects the slack bus and a PV bus. Because the PV bus

has a constraint on the voltage magnitude at that bus, the constituent relationship of line 3 will

be different than from line 1.

Fig. 25. Results of distributed AC power flow for 3 bus system

A numerical simulation was performed using the 3 bus example. All lines were assumed

to have a reactance of 0.1 p.u., and negligible resistance. The real load was 0.6 p.u. and the

reactive load was 0.1 p.u. The PV bus real power generation was 0.4 p.u. Figure 25 shows the

results of the distributed calculation, and compares it to conventional Newton Raphson solver.

All calculations were performed using Matlab. The resulting voltages are almost the same, with

a 0.0001 radian difference in one of the voltage angles, which is extremely small. The distributed

algorithm solved the problem after 30 iterations, compared to 3 for the conventional solver.

Figure 4 shows how the modules would be determined in a much larger system, in this case

the Flores 45 bus system. Currently, the simulations for the 45 bus case are in progress.

Figure 26 shows the data that a line module would learn from other modules, and send to other

modules after doing its own calculation. Based on the mathematical model, a distribution line

would calculate its own power flow and loss, and voltage difference. In Figure 26, the module is

a line that connects buses i and k. Sf,ik is the calculated power flow and SL,ik is the calculated

power loss. Vik is the voltage difference across the line, and is calculated by lines that are part

of the network tree. These variables are updated using their previous values, and data received

from the buses the line connected to, λ, the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to KCL of each

bus, and Vi, the voltage of that bus.
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Fig. 26. Distribution line module of a line connecting buses i and k.

Figure 26 shows the data that a bus module would learn and communicate to other modules.

There would be a different model depending on if the bus were a slack, PQ or PV bus. Based on

the received values of neighboring line flows and losses, Sf,ik and SL,ik, the bus would calculate

Lagrange multipliers, λ, corresponding to Kirchhoff’s current law constraints of the network. In

addition, it would update its own bus voltage, Vi, based on the voltage differences calculated by

lines that are part of the graph tree. This allows lines that are not part of the tree to update their

voltages.

The real and imaginary components of the flow and loss variables of the 3 bus case are

presented in Figures 28 and 29. Sf denotes transmitted power and Sl denotes power loss. These

are the variables updated by each line module every iteration. These are communicated to the bus

modules every iteration, as well. The evolution of the bus voltage magnitudes and angles from

the 3 bus case are presented in Figures 30 and 31. The complex voltages of buses are updated

every iteration based on voltage difference information received from each line. The voltage

magnitudes are not exactly equal to that of the final solution because the voltage magnitude of
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Fig. 27. Bus module of bus i.
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Fig. 28. Real part of line flow variables each iteration in the 3 bus case.

the PV bus is not exactly equal to 1. A method of correcting this by perturbing the voltage

magnitude of the PV bus to 1 can be found in [17]. This adjusts the voltage magnitudes to their

final values from Figure 25. However, the voltage angles are already very close to the solution

and do not need to be adjusted. This results from real power balance being accounted for at all
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Fig. 29. Imaginary part of line flow variables each iteration in the 3 bus case.

buses, both PQ and PV.
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Fig. 30. Bus voltage magnitudes each iteration in the 3 bus case.

This method has been demonstrated using the real decoupled model of an electric system on

IEEE 14 bus networks in [14] and [15], and a patent has been filed [16]. We would like to thank

our sponsor, Nexans, for their continued support and making this work possible.

IX. DYMONDS-ENABLED INTEGRATION OF DERS

The rate at which distributed energy resources are being deployed has increased for variety

of reasons. The main driver has been the recognition that it is getting possible to supply loads
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Fig. 31. Bus voltage angles each iteration in the 3 bus case.

locally by smaller energy resources, instead of relying on power delivery from far-away large

conventional power plants. The DERs are becoming main energy sources in many micro-grids

supplying industrial and commercial parks. Very small DERs, such as PVs, are being installed

in many homes. Combined with responsive demand technologies, EVs, thermal storage, PVs are

gradually displacing the use of power from the traditional utilities. As this landscape is changing,

it is becoming quite critical to have a systematic approach to integrating DERs so that the most

is made out of these resources. It is a high priority to begin to have protocols which notify

utilities of DERs presence; a higher penetration of DERs is likely to significantly change the

way reliable service is provided, during both normal and emergency conditions. It is critical to

establish protocols to support reliable service at value. In this section we describe EVs as one

emerging DER type. In particular, we describe how one could view EVs as any other modules

within the DyMonDS-enabled platform.

A. Plug-in Electric Vehicle as a DER

Plug-in electric vehicles (EVs) are a deferrable load that can be utilized as a distributed energy

resource (DER) by an electric grid system operator. EVs can potentially provide many benefits

to the electric grid. [18] demonstrates the ability of EVs to help integrate intermittent renewable

power in an islanded power system or Micro-Grid. When EVs are capable of discharging into

the grid, coordinating perfectly, and forecasting perfectly, as assumed in [18], then large amounts
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of renewable energy can be economically integrated, resulting in an 85 % reduction in CO2.

In developing the DYMONDS framework, we aim to develop implementable transactive control

methods that can achieve as much of these potential benefits as possible. [19] demonstrates

implementable strategies for EV aggregators to use when managing the charging and discharging

of a fleet of EVs. On faster timescales, EVs can be used as to provide frequency regulation.

When EVs provide frequency regulation, fewer fossil-fueled generators are required to be on-line

and idling at part-load, reducing emissions. [19] and [20] describe methods for enabling EVs

as providers of frequency regulation to the electric grid. Generally, EVs can provide frequency

regulation by varying their charge rate around a baseline charge rate. At the start of a service

period, usually lasting an hour, an EV can determine a baseline charge rate, Pt (kW), and

a capacity for regulation service, Bt (kW). Every few seconds throughout the service period,

the EV will receive a normalized automatic generation control (AGC) signal, gτ , and set its

instantaneous charge rate, Pτ (kW), according to the formula in (7).

Pτ = Pt + Btgτ (7)

B. An Electric Vehicle Object

In this section we describe a potential object model for a single EV that participates in the

DYMONDS simulation. The EV could communicate with an LSE that aggregates a fleet of

EVs to bid into energy and ancillary services markets under the Adaptive Load Management

(ALM) system of [27]. Alternatively, Expected driving behaviors could be communicated to an

EV aggregator LSE, which manages EV charging on the drivers’ behalf as in [19].

• Type

An EV is a usually viewed as a load, but if it is able to discharge into the grid, then it can

be a generator also. EVs can also vary their charge rates to provide frequency regulation

service. EVs could be a subclass of generators or loads.

• Parameters

An EV has many parameters to define its capabilities. These include, maximum battery

state of charge(Ah), maximum charge rate(kW), maximum discharge rate (kW), maximum

communication frequency (simulation timesteps), Battery and charger model parameters, as

well as driver behavior model parameters.
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Fig. 32. Electric Vehicle Object Model

• Initial States

At simulation startup, each EV will have an initial state of charge, connection status

(plugged-in or unplugged), location, and initial charge or discharge rate.

• Exogenous Input

An EV is subject to exogenous inputs such as traffic, shown as mt.

• Learned Data

The EV can store data such as the transportation schedule input by the driver, forecast energy

and ancillary service prices, or information about the local electric power grid conditions

which might effect EV decision making.

• Models

An EV’s state at time t, xi,t, can be described in terms of state of charge, plug status, and

location. The state of charge dynamics are described by a first-order, discrete-time, non-

linear dynamic equation known as a static circuit equivalent model. The evolution of the

state is effected by its own charging and regulation decisions, ut, random driver behaviors,

wt, communicated information from other objects (such as AGC signal), xj,t. Plug status and
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location evolve according events generated by Markov chain Monte Carlo from probabilistic

models of a driver’s transportation behaviors. Traffic is considered as the exogenous input,

mt,which might effect the length of time between unplugging and plugging-in.

• Functions

An EV object has two main functions, optimizing energy and frequency regulation market

bids and generating driver behavior.

• Algorithms

EV energy and frequency regulation market bids can be done via the Adaptive Load

Management (ALM) system of [27], which requires convex optimization algorithms. Driver

behavior will be generated via Markov chain Monte Carlo.

• Communicated Data

EVs will communicate their location and energy and ancillary service market bids to an

LSE, DSO, or Micro-Grid under the ALM system.

• Equipment Status Flag

An EV’s plug status, plugged-in or unplugged, will determine if its behaviors should be

considered by the grid or an LSE.

C. Stochastic Adaptive Load Management

The adaptive load management (ALM) framework proposed in [27] is a transactive energy

control method for the coordination of energy producers and consumers. This framework opti-

mizes energy production and consumption with respect to a point forecast of uncertain future

information such as renewable power production or outdoor temperature. Instead of viewing

prices or other future information as static quantities, we propose viewing them as stochastic

processes. Consumers and producers of energy should optimize their bidding decisions with

respect to these stochastic processes. Instead of considering a perturbation to price in a single

hour, as in ALM, we could consider how the vector of all future prices, which are part of a

stochastic process, would be effected by a perturbation. This type of decision making could be

formulated as a deterministic multi-stage optimization, but one that considers a perturbation to

the whole forecast horizon.

Still, it has been established that deterministic multi-stage optimization problems result in sub-

optimal decision-making when future information is uncertain [21]. In order to minimize expected
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Fig. 33. AMI infrastructure

costs under uncertainty, stochastic optimization frameworks such as stochastic programming [21]

or stochastic dynamic programming [22] should be applied to the problems posed in transactive

energy based power systems control.

X. AN EXAMPLE OF INTEGRATING AMI DATA FOR INTERACTING WITH SGRS AT CMU

Figure 33 shows the structure of the Smart AMI implementation on the actual CMU campus.

The smart meters are installed on campus buildings and connected to campus network over

MODBUS/TCP. The data aggregation server (aggregator) pulls the real-time data from the smart

meters. It then extracts and pre-processes information from the raw meter data for different

applications. The high performance multi-core computing server performs the computational

intensive real time analytic task such as real time three phase probabilistic load flow analysis.

The web server publishes the results in real-time via a dynamic web interface. In this way, the

novel Smart AMI infrastructure utilizes facility management infrastructure (smart meters) and

communication / computing infrastructure (campus network and computing cluster) in CMU

campus, enables advanced analytics for campus wide smart grid monitoring, management in

real time and also can serve as the infrastructure test bed for various IT and power applications.
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Fig. 34. Real Time Probabilistic Model of CMU Meter Data

A. Smart AMI Demonstration

The CMU smart meters are installed on most campus academic and student dormitory build-

ings. These meters are connected to campus network via MODBUS/TCP protocol. The Aggrega-

tor server polls the data from all campus smart meters, and stores the data in a SQL database. The

aggregator server is also integrated with MATLAB and R running applications such as the load

modeling and forecast functions for the different applications. For currently CMU smarter meters

installations, the data are sampled and processed every minute. As an example: the processed

probabilistic density function (PDFs) results of the real-time data are showed in the web interface

in Figure 34. This figure show two types of PDFs from the data: 1) the PDFs of the current

load period (15 minutes) by kernel density estimation [23]. 2) The forecasted PDFs of next time

step by ARIMA model [23].

With the data collecting and analyzing capability, the Smart AMI demonstrates the intelligent

for monitoring and analyzing the load in real time. Each smart meter measures an individual load

such as a building. Each load exhibits inherent stochastic behavior, deterministic model is not

sufficient to capture the full characteristic of the load. With the Smart AMI infrastructure, such

load characteristic is analyzed and visualized in real time. For example, such analysis can be

a necessary SCADA feature considering the integration of more and more stochastic renewable

wind or solar generation.
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Fig. 35. Structure of MCS based PLF Solver

B. Probabilistic three phase power flow for distribution grids

The integration of renewable energy resources such as wind and solar energy in distribution

systems introduces significant uncertainties. A fast and generally applicable computing frame-

work that can assess system states in real time considering the impact of such large uncertainties

would be an important tool for the reliable operation of distribution systems.

In this part, we developed a high performance Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) based Prob-

abilistic Load Flow (PLF) for three-phase radial distribution network as showed in Figure 35

[24], [25]. Comparing to analytical PLF method, MCS is more flexible and generally-applicable,

and can converge to the true PDF results in theory given a large enough number of samples. By

applying various code optimization techniques and multilevel parallelization, our optimized load

flow solver is able to achieve 50x speedup comparing to the best compiler-optimized baseline

code on a quad-core CPU. We implemented a task-decomposition based threading structure for

real time MCS based PLF application including parallel random number generator, load flow

solver, PDF estimation and visualization for multi-core CPU. For 1 million load flows on IEEE

37-bus test system and IEEE-123 bus test system, the approximate runtime of MCS on Intel

Sandy Bridge CPU (Core-i5) with quad-core and AVX, is within 4 seconds, which is less than

the update time interval of most SCADA system. 1 million load flow cases in MCS based PLF

can guarantee converged PDFs for most PLF problems [26].

C. Next steps–use collected AMI data for running probabilistic power flow for distribution grids

Here we demonstrate an example we developed by using the probabilistic load model and

MCS based PLF for CMU campus system probabilistic monitoring in real time.

Conventionally the demand (or load) is defined as the average power consumption of a user

over a time period (e.g. 15 minutes). Given the fine grained measurement capability of smart
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meters, a probabilistic demand using kernel density estimation is proposed to model the stochastic

behavior of the load:

1) The smart meter measures sampled power consumption of a moving demand period

window at higher sampling frequency (e.g. < 1 min).

2) Using kernel density estimation, the PDF of the current demand period can be derived.

3) The PDFs are the inputs to the MCS based PLF solver, the output of the solver is the system

states in terms of PDFs, which reflect the impact of such stochastic demand behaviors on

the system in real time.

The extraction of 15 minutes probabilistic demand of a typical campus building (Wean Hall

in CMU) is showed in Figure 37a. The figure above is the time plot. The figure below is the

evolving CDF of the probabilistic demand. The probabilistic demand is the input to the MCS

PLF solver. In this example, we plug-in the Wean Hall’s probabilistic demand into IEEE 37 test

feeder on all three phases of node 738. The outputs of the solver are the system states in terms of

PDFs to reflect the impacts of stochastic power injections. Figure 36b shows the corresponding

Wean Hall’s voltage amplitude as an example.

The web interface of this example is showed in Figure 37. The computing kernel updates the

computed system states in terms of PDFs within the SCADA interval. The system states such

as node voltages and branch flows are updated in real time accordingly in the web interface.

XI. DYMONDS FOR EFFICIENT MARKETS: INTEGRATION OF DISTRIBUTED ENERGY

RESOURCES (DERS), INCLUDING ALM

A. The concepts and modules of Adaptive Load Management

Adaptive Load Management (ALM) [27], [30] is a demand response framework envisioned

in accordance with the DYMONDS [28], [29] concept. ALM aims to achieve cost-efficient and

reliable energy use of demand in the system by exchanging information between the end-users,

load aggregators, and the system operator. The key information to be exchanged among these

entities is the system (or locational) price of electricity and the price sensitivity of demand and

the end-users’ consumption constraints. Since there are numerous end-users in the system and

it is impossible for the system operator to communicate directly with every one of them, the

load aggregators need to aggregate the information from the end-users and communicate it to
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Fig. 36. Probabilistic System State Using CMU Data

the system operator on their behalf. The overall system with the information flow is shown in

Fig. 38. Note that this figure shows the actual physical/economical entities within the system.

One of the related concepts of ALM includes transactive control by Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory [31], [32]. Similar to a lot of other works on demand response, transactive control

does not provide a comprehensive mathematical formulation that includes the whole system and
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Fig. 37. Web Interface of the MCS PLF Solver

Fig. 38. The system and information exchange in Adaptive Load Management

the individual loads that are controlled. ALM, on the other hand, formulates the system objective

in terms of the objectives of all the individual producers and consumers of energy, including the

multi-temporal dynamics and economic preferences of them [27], [30], [33]. ALM also defines

the effective communication framework over different time horizons, considering communication

limits, social and economical contexts of information exchange (e.g., who exchanges what

information for what purpose), and effective means and structures of data communication.
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Fig. 39. The objects within Adaptive Load Management

For this project, we focus on the short-term scheduling of ALM. We schedule flexible demand

and generation resources 24 hours or shorter ahead of actual operation and consumption. Depend-

ing on which time point we are scheduling the resources, the information to be exchanged among

the entities to reach the system optimum is different. For this project, we consider scheduling

24 hours, 1 hour, and 10 minutes ahead of the actual operation. We call the first scheduling the

day-ahead scheduling, while the other two the real-time scheduling. The details of these two

different scheduling frameworks will be discussed in XI-B.

We discuss here Adaptive Load Management within the big picture of DYMONDS 1. In

ALM, we have largely five modules; ISO (independent system operator), PowerSys (power

system), GEN (generator), LSE (load serving entity), and FRIDGE (refrigerator, which represents

a individual end-use flexible load). PowerSys module is the computational intelligence needed

to operate the system, and is used mostly by the system operator entity. Thus, PowerSys, unlike

the other objects, is not an actual physical/economical entity present in the physical system.

PowerSys is an object that contains algorithms that are needed to operate the system, e.g., DC

OPF, AC OPF, etc. The details of PowerSys class is discussed in Section XII. How all the objects

interact with each other within ALM is shown in Fig. 39.

ALM deals with the market settlement between the entities over different time horizons.

Information exchange among the different entities depend on over which time horizon the system

is calculating the optimum. Figure 1 shows the overall system of DYMONDS. The blue boxes
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represent generators, and red load modules. The ALM modules, sometimes referred to as market

modules, are included in the blue boxes in case of generators, and in the red boxes in case of

LSEs and individual flexible loads, e.g., refrigerators. Note that on the high-voltage transmission

level, the loads are aggregated and represented by one red box as in the figure. However, one

red box represents one load serving entity and one LSE can represent any number of loads that

she serves.

In ALM as of now, the communication between all the objects except PSYS is done with events

and listeners in MATLAB Object-Oriented Programming, with all the data to be communicated

stored in a database. For example, when the GEN and LSE objects finish calculating their

supply/demand bids, the change of their bid variables, which were pre-specified as an event to

trigger ISO to receive those bids, prompt the ISO object to receive them. These bids will have

been stored in tables of the database by each GEN or LSE object, and the ISO object just needs

to access the database to retrieve the bids data after the event is triggered. An another example

of objects talking to each other is when ISO distributes prices to LSEs and GENs. ISO obtains

price forecasts, and they get stored in the database. ISO uses notifiers to notify LSEs and GENs

of an event of getting prices within MATLAB. Then, when LSEs and GENs are notified of

this event, they access the database to get these prices. If we do not use a database, then the

prices are just transferred within MATLAB, i.e., a single computer. However, since we plan to

move on to a distributed environment where each object and its intelligence will be on different

computers/devices, the data (e.g., prices, in this case) is shared through a database.

We also like to point out that the listeners/notifiers scheme needs to be replaced with a different

one, when we proceed to the next step of separating each object on a different computer/device.

Instead of using notifiers, we can set in advance a schedule for all the objects to take certain

actions. For example, we say that all the bidders (LSEs and GENs) need to submit their bids onto

the database until 3:00pm. Every object needs to have the same clock synchronized to the whole

system. Then at 3:00pm, ISOs can access the database to retrieve every bid that is submitted.

This way, we do not need notifiers for LSEs and GENs to let ISO know, after calculating their

bids, that it now needs to clear the bids. This is the planned next step for ALM in a truly

distributed environment.

In this section, we focus on scheduling of supply and demand resources without the network

constraints. In the following Section XII, PowerSys class in order for ISO object to settle markets
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with the network constraint is discussed more in detail.

B. Day-ahead and real-time scheduling

For the day-ahead scheduling, we take the iterative approach to schedule resources in the

system [27]. This is done by first the system operator broadcasting the price of electricity for

the next day in a predetermined time interval, e.g., 1 hour. The price can be a uniform price

across the power system network to only match the total supply and demand in the system,

or a locational marginal price (LMP) that reflects the congestion costs of the network. Either

way, a supply entity, i.e., a generation bidder or a demand entity, i.e., a load aggregator receives

these multi-time-step prices over the next day. Given those prices, each entity can calculate her

optimal energy production/consumption for the whole day. Note that in calculating this local

optimum, each supply or demand entity should take into account its local dynamic and physical

constraints, such as ramp rates, minimum and maximum output/consumption constraints, and

the dynamics of its loads.

While a supply entity can directly calculate its optimum by solving an optimization problem,

a load aggregator will go through one more loop with the end-users to calculate the aggregate

optimal demand. A load aggregator will give the price signal to each end-user, and an end-user

will calculate his optimal demand with respect to the given price. This price signal can be the

direct market price given by the system operator, or a different price signal calculated by the

load aggregator to achieve her own objective such as risk management. In our simulations so

far, we give the market price at the system level to the end-users, but we plan to develop more

algorithms to calculate differentiated price signals to the end-users than the mere market prices

at the system level. With any kind of price signal, each end-user can calculate her individual

optimal demand for the next day considering her consumption conditions and other parameters.

For example, an end-user can schedule his electricity demand for his air conditioner considering

his occupancy schedule, weather temperature, etc. for the next day. This information is sent to

the load aggregator, who can sum up the flexible individual demand to obtain the aggregate

flexible demand.

After all load aggregators and generators calculate their optimal energy production (consump-

tion) for the whole time horizon, which is a day, they send the information to the system

operator. Then the system operator updates the system/congestion price with respect to the sum
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of the total supply and demand, if the global constraints such as the total supply and demand

to match (and the network inequality constraints in case it is considered in the problem) are not

met. This update of prices is done according to the gradient of the global dual problem where

the primal dual problem is to minimize the total cost of generation minus the total benefit of

consumption. In [27] we specify the conditions for the primal and dual optima to converge. After

the prices are updated, they are sent to each supply/demand entity to repeat calculation of its

own optimal energy production/consumption. This procedure is iterated until the predetermined

global convergence criteria, such as the mismatch of the total supply and demand being less

than a small tolerance, are met.

For the real-time scheduling, we use the functional clearing to scheduled adjustment from

what has been already scheduled in the day-ahead clearing, in order to account for unexpected

changes in load and system conditions since then. The important communication constraint in

the real-time scheduling is that there is less time to reach the system optimum than with the day-

ahead scheduling. For this reason, we do not use the iterative clearing approach for the real-time

scheduling, since the iterative approach can take too many iterations between the entities.

Each supply/demand entity submits her supply/demand bid for the next time step only, after

receiving the price forecast over a predetermined number of time steps from the system operator.

The calculation of a bid is done by optimizing the entity’s energy output/demand over the time

horizon with respect to this price forecast and by obtaining the price sensitivity of the energy

quantity at the next time step only. This concept is very similar to model predictive control used

in numerous applications in different fields. The detailed procedure of the real-time functional

scheduling is described in [27], and depicted in Fig. 40.

Fig. 42 shows the ALM-ISO module (or Market-ISO) module for scheduling 24 hours ahead

of actual operation. The scheduling for this time horizon is done in an iterative way. ISO can

have load/price forecast as its learned structure data. A set of forecasted price is sent to GEN and

LSE modules. When the GEN and LSE modules send ISO back their optimal supply/demand

schedule, ISO updates locational marginal prices (LMPs) [27].

In Fig. 43, a GEN module receives an LMP vector for the next day and calculate its optimal
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Fig. 40. Real-time functional scheduling

generation schedule with respect to it, solving

minimize
Gi

Ci(Gi) − λT
i Gi (8)

subject to





IbGi − Ri

−IbGi − Ri



 � 0K (9)

Gi,min � Gi � Gi,max (10)

where Gi = [Gi(1), · · · , Gi(K)]T is the supply quantity of unit i, Ci(Gi) is the cost over the

course of the optimization horizon, of length K. λi is the locational margin price where the unit

i is located. The first inequality constraint is the ramp rate constraint, and the second constraint

is the minimum and maximum output constraints.

In case of generators using renewable energy resources, they need forecast its available

capacity, which can be updated in real time. Fig. 44 depicts a LSE module for ALM in the

day-ahead scheduling. Similar to a GEN module, an LSE module receives a LMP vector from

the ISO module and calculate their optimal demand schedule that is communicated back to the

ISO module. However, in order for an LSE to calculate its aggregate demand schedule, an LSE

module receives from individual FRIDGE modules their individual demand schedules. Fig. 45

shows this as well; a FRIDGE module receives a retail price from an LSE module, calculates its

optimal demand schedule, and send it to the LSE. In doing so, it needs exogenous parameters
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Fig. 41. Procedure of obtaining a demand bid

such as the indoor temperature that may affect the refrigerator temperature, the time when the

door is open, etc. The optimization problem a single demand entity solves is

minimize
Dj

− Bj(Dj) + λT
j Dj (11)

subject to Fj(Dj, θj) = 0K (12)

0K � Dj � Dj,max. (13)

It is a mirrored problem of (8) but only with different dynamics as the first equality constraint

where θj represents external parameters that influence consumption Dj . The theoretical details

of these problems can be found in [27], [33].

Fig. 46 to Fig. 49 show the same modules but with the real-time (1 hour or 10 minutes ahead

of time) scheduling. Since the real-time scheduling uses a functional clearing, the information

to be exchanged is a little different. The biggest difference is that instead of exchanging vectors

of optimal energy quantities and prices, this uses supply/demand bids that include the energy

supply/demand limits that reflect the consumers’ (and producers’) economic preferences. The

supply/demand bids we use is a linear marginal supply/demand bids that look as the bottom plot

of Fig. 41.
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Fig. 42. ALM-ISO module for scheduling 24 hours ahead of actual operation

Fig. 43. ALM-GEN(generator) module for scheduling 24 hours ahead of actual operation
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Fig. 44. ALM-LSE module for scheduling 24 hours ahead of actual operation

Fig. 45. ALM-FRIDGE(Refrigerator) module for scheduling 24 hours ahead of actual operation
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Fig. 46. ALM-ISO module for scheduling 1 hour or 10 minutes ahead of actual operation

Fig. 47. ALM-GEN(Generator) module for scheduling 1 hour or 10 minutes ahead of actual operation
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Fig. 48. ALM-LSE module for scheduling 1 hour or 10 minutes ahead of actual operation

Fig. 49. ALM-FRIDGE(Refrigerator) module for scheduling 1 hour or 10 minutes ahead of actual operation
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C. Numerical examples

We simulated scheduling of generation and flexible demand resources of Flores Island, Por-

tugal [7], using the real-time scheduling in a ten-minute interval. As described before, each

module was coded as an object in MATLAB object-oriented programming (OOP). There are

three generators that are run by wind, hydropower, and diesel, respectively, and flexible demand

that is an aggregate of refrigerators. For the sake of showing the communication framework, we

assumed 20 refrigerators on the system, which can be easily scaled up with our object-oriented

program.

The simulation was done for January 15th, 2008, where we have available wind and hy-

dropower availability and the system load in a 10-minute interval. For scheduling without

considering the network constraints, we assume one LSE object that aggregates the whole

refrigerators1.

Fig. 50 shows the diagram of the database that we used for this simulation; the bids of

supply and demand are all stored in table BIDS. The primary keys of GEN_BIDDERS and

LSE tables are linked with the columns GEN_BIDDERS_idGEN and LSE_idLSE in BIDS

table, so the data of each bid entry in BIDS table is linked with the right generators and LSEs,

i.e., the entries of GEN_BIDDERS and LSE tables. The result of market clearing is stored in

DISPATCH_GEN, DISPATCH_DEM, and PRICES_GLOBAL tables. The first two tables store

the dispatch of each generator and LSE as the result of market clearing, and PRICES_GLOBAL

store the cleared price in PriceCleared column. In Section XII where we start considering the

effect of the network constraints and have different LMPs over the system, PRICES_GLOBAL

will need another column that indicates the bus information of the price.

Fig. 51 shows the resulting bids stored in the table for the day simulated. Note that we do not

have a table that stores the private data of end-users, such as the temperature of the refrigerator,

the parameters and dynamics of the refrigerators. We assume that these private data is stored by

each end-user in a distributed database where it cannot be accessed by any unauthorized party.

The only end-users’ data that is shared with the LSEs (or utilities) in ALM is the demand bids

at each time step; we do not assume LSEs collect the consumption data of the end-users. This

1For scheduling with the linearized network constraints, we have 41 LSE objects that aggregates refrigerators at each nonzero

load bus.
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may be different from the Green Button initiative by the Department of Energy [34], [35] where

the utilities collect the end-users’ consumption data and the data is made available to the users

on request.

Fig. 52 shows the dispatch result of the three generators, and Fig. 53 shows the power

consumption of a refrigerator in this simulation. Aggregated demand functions at some time

steps are shown in Fig. 54; we see that the price sensitivities of demand at different time

steps vary by observing different slopes of the demand bid lines. Note that in Fig. 55 where

the refrigerator temperature corresponding to Fig. 53 is shown, the temperature is within the

predetermined minimum and maximum limits of 3 and 8 degrees Celsius. This shows that ALM

can effectively manage loads in accordance with the end-users’ preferences and constraints in

energy consumption. For a proof of concept of ALM on a congested sub-transmission network,

we refer the reader to [36].

XII. MARKET CLEARING WITH NETWORK CONGESTION

With the higher penetration of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and lower reserve margins

it became clear that a power system control must work at different time scales and different

geographical distances. Recognizing this fact, some ISOs, like PJM for example, have begun

clearing the market at 5 minutes intervals. Combination of intermittent generation and responsive

demand has moved the optimization problem from the transmission to the distribution level and

even closer to end users. This introduced the idea of Transactive Energy. In [38], Transactive

Energy is defined as ”A set of economic and control mechanisms that allows the dynamic

balance of supply and demand across the entire electrical infrastructure using value as a key

operational parameter.” We recognize the value as a key operational parameter but we also

recognize that with increased intermittent DER penetration a special attention must be paid to

dynamics of such a system. The end user demand response can be used to mitigate the problems

with intermittent generation. Making demand respond quickly enough in a case of an emergency

would be highly dependent on communications capabilities and advanced algorithms able to take

advantage of high speed communication channels. The bottom up design of a demand response

and distributed generation controller would have to be based on different layers of aggregation

and different time scales communications. Transective Energy approach seems to be addressing

this new problem with the old tools. The end consumers and distributed generators must be
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Fig. 50. Diagram of the database used for communication in ALM

Fig. 51. Resulting bids of LSE and GEN objects in the database
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Fig. 52. Result of real-time scheduling on January 15th, 2008 in Flores Island
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Fig. 53. Power consumption of a refrigerator

engaged in the fast dynamics control. As already discussed, our dynamic control relies on fast

communication schemes between physically adjacent modules while advanced market clearing

mechanisms communicate at a slower rate with ISO. It has also been described how the fast

dynamics depends on the slower decision making process and vice versa. It is obvious that there

must be a common way of exchanging lots of information fast. Here we describe a high level

information exchanging method adopted in our work and a setup that enables market clearing

in a distributed environment. The two main players are a networked database accessible by both

slow and fast acting modules and a simulation and optimization module named PowerSys. The

PowerSys module methods can clear the market with or without presence of network congestion.
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Fig. 54. Aggregate demand functions at certain time steps
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Fig. 55. Internal temperature of a refrigerator

If there is no congestion, the Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) are the same at all buses in the

network while they are all different if there are congested lines. It should be noted that there

are other, maybe better ways, of achieving the same goal but we find our approach particularly

suitable for experimenting with different data sets and standards implementations.

A. Communication and Optimization Process

In our approach, all distributed modules exchange information among themselves through a

database. The database we are using is the free MySQL from Oracle. It is powerful enough and

feature rich to accommodate our needs. It is flexible and there are, also free, APIs for remote
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access in C/C++, Python, Perl, Fortran, Matlab, and probably any other programming language

in use today. This means that distributed entities are able to use an API that fits their development

environment. Previously discussed fast and slow simulators can access it on their own terms. Her

we describe its use for ISO market clearing purposes through a PowerSys object programmed

in Matlab. The LSE and generator modules described in XI store their bid functions in the

GENCOST and DMDUTIL tables shown in Figure 59. Once the data is transfered, the desired

optimization routine is performed and the optimal dispatch, LMPs, and congestion Lagrange

multipliers are stored in tables BUSES, GENS, and BRANCHES. After this, the optimal solution

data can be accessed by anybody with appropriate access rights. This design allows for an

easy plug and play approach. The algorithms in XI can be replaced independently of how the

optimization is done and the optimization methods can be replaced regardless of what algorithms

were used at LSE and generator side. Different LSEs and generators are even able to use different

methods on a case by case basis or the customeres that a particular LSE is aggregating can be

of completely different types with completely different optimization objectives.

PowerSys class provides analytical and optimization algorithms to ISO. PowerSys encapsulates

PSSE v23 system representation with additional information needed for optimization. PSSE data

format provides network topology and parameter data and is expanded with generator cost and

demand utility functions. These functions can be polynomials, usually of the second order,

or piecewise linear functions. We use second order polynomials for both generator cost and

demand utility functions. A quadratic programming optimization is used to maximize global

welfare. A PowerSys object can be instantiated using local data structure or from the SQL

database. If the instantiation is from a database the input data is automatically read from and

results stored in the database. In this case, the database just serves as a communication channel

between different system entities. PowerSys object and ISO have no direct interaction meaning

that their implementations can be on completely different platforms; PowerSys object might

run on a High Performance Computer (HPC) while ISO might run on a desktop. Using a

central SQL database for communication purposes is not the only possible approach but it

is the most flexible. It allows remote access, searchable data, and data access control. These

features allow for distributed device and market entities simulation, control of the information

flow, and experimenting with different information exchange standards. PowerSys class is meant

to be used by ISO and communicate through an SQL database but it can be used as a generic,
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standalone representation of a power system providing encapsulating network data and basic and

more advanced algorithms. The data is organized as:

• Learned data

• System parameters

• Communicated data

The learned data includes information communicated by other system entities and exogenous

sources such as demand levels (from LSEs and generators) and possible equipment failures.

System parameters include the physical representation of the system. The communicated data

is the result of requested algorithm that is made available to entities with appropriate access

rights to such information. Access control is done using usual Object Oriented Programming

(OOP) techniques by defining the data as being private, protected, or public. A more flexible

access control, without any additional programming, can be done using SQL database access

control. The access control implemented using SQL methods allows for exploring whether some

information restrictions due their proprietary nature of the information could hinder optimal

operations of the system. Figure 56 shows the information flow between Load Serving Entities,

Generators, ISO, and PowerSys. The algorithms provided by PowerSys class includes AC power

Fig. 56. Database as means of communication for distributed simulation and control

flow and DC Optimal Power Flow with flexible generation only and flexible generation and
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flexible demand. This is sufficient to implement optimization techniques used in [36] in a

distributed way. The PowerSys class can also provide static or semi-static set points to dynamic

controllers using the database as the common communication channel. The IEEE 118 bus

example from Figure 15 was easily setup for both static and dynamic information exchange.

The information flow denoted in black arrows illustrates how PowerSys class is integrated for

the 118 test system shown in Figure 1. In this case, the system is stored in the database and

can be modified remotely by Load Serving Entities (LSE) and generators (GEN). Periodically,

when all the bids are submitted, ISO requests from PowerSys object to execute DCOPF with

fixed demand and flexible generation. The PowerSys object executes the optimization and stores

the results in the database where it can be accessed by ISO. DCOPF with flexible generations

was checked against Matpower’s [37] DCOPF and the results were identical. However, DCOPF

with flexible generation and demand is not available in Matpower but we are confident that the

it functions correctly.

Flores Island system [7] is another example of using database for information exchange among

remote entities. In this case, the demand is flexible and both generators and loads submit their

bids to the ISO. The bids are stored in the database and accessed by the PowerSys object

when it is requested to run DCOPF with flexible generation and demand. After the optimization

is performed the result is stored in the database. Figure 57 shows how PowerSys fits in our

distributed simulator model. ISO provides PowerSys with the bids from the generators and loads.

PowerSys executes requested methods and returns the results to ISO. As long as a distributed

entity is networked integration and interaction with the rest of the power network is seamless.

For example, LSE and generators might enter their bids for the next hour from anywhere on

the Internet into the database. When the time comes to clear the market, ISO only needs to

call a PowerSys method to calculate a desired optimization algorithm. We use Matlab for its

computational flexibility and built in functionality to communicate with MySQL database. The

following Matlab code fragment illustrates the idea using the IEEE118 system shown in Figure

15:

>> flg = PLab.PowerSys(’ieee118g’,’name’,’pwd’,’192.168.1.2’);

>> flg.DCOPFFlexGD

The above code instantiates an object of PowerSys class, runs DCOPF with flexible generation

and demand and stores the result back into the database. Data access can be configured using
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Fig. 57. Power system module information flow.

common database access control mechanisms. This kind of flexibility allows for experimentation

with different data being exchanged among participants. Another benefit of this approach is that

the communication is done over a real network where the delays can be observed and their effect

on different control mechanisms estimated. It should also be noted that the information from

distributed participants could also come from real devices, possibly AMIs, not simulators. This

approach is also programming language independent; the entire system is data driven. Figures

58 and 59 show the current database table organization. For the starting point we used the public

domain PSSE version 23 and and Matpower data format [37] expanded it with additional tables.

The main tables are BUSES, GENS, GENCOST,and DMDTUTIL tables. BUSES table holds

demand set points and LMPs among other information. GENS table provides generation levels

and GENCOST and DMDUTIL contain cost and utility functions respectively. New data tables

can be added or some of the old ones modified or even deleted to accommodate new algorithms.

The demand, generation, cost and utility functions are communicated by LSE and generators
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to the PowerSys object and the PowerSystem object provides optimal dispatch levels for both

generators and demands (LSEs) accompanied with LMPs back to LSEs and generators.

Fig. 58. Power system data tables.

XIII. SMART GRID STANDARDS INTEGRATION

A. Mapping to Industry Standards

As shown in Figure 15, there are three major communication types in the simulation:

• Dynamics Purpose Communications - this supports the computation and exchange of the

dynamic states of all the simulation modules.

• Equipment Status Communications - this supports the startup, shutdown, and management

of exogenous events for simulation modules and/or equipment.

• Market Purpose Communication - this supports the exchange of pricing signals, tenders,

demand response signals, and other transactive energy information.
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Fig. 59. Power system data tables.

The third type of communications layer listed is where the project will be implementing

several of the emerging smart grid standards, so that our system can be operated as a distributed

simulator, or emulator including a mix of simulated modules and real equipment or microgrids.

We intend to begin implementing smart grid standards with the TeMIX (Transactive Energy

Market Information Exchange) profile [39] of the OASIS EMIX standard [40] that supports the

exchange of offers and transactions among energy buyers and sellers. This standard fits well as

a first, simple version of standard transactive energy communications (TE) with our simulation

of market clearing for energy prices at all levels of the grid. Once this is working smoothly, we

may consider broadening our capability to support a larger set of EMIX transactions beyond the

simplifying constraints of TeMIX.

The second standard we intend to analyze for implementation is the OpenADR profile [41] of

the OASIS Energy Interoperation standard [42], to enable the inclusion of systems that support

demand response events. Support for this standard has already been announced or deployed by

over 60 utilities and controls vendors [43].

As an example, the Adaptive Load Management (ALM) scenario described in Figure 38

can be mapped to TeMIX as shown in Figure 60 below. The first three communications in

this sequence diagram correspond to a TeMIX Transactive State of ”Indication of Interest”

as described in[39]. The energyDemandTender corresponds to a TeMIX Tender, and the final

energySupplyTransaction message is a TeMIX Transaction.
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Fig. 60. Simplified sequence diagram for the Adaptive Load Management scenario.

B. Communication Topologies

As mentioned earlier in this report, there are several possible ways to implement the distributed

simulation/emulation with regard to where and how the shared information is stored. One

possibility is to maintain all exchanged information in a single database that is accessible by all

simulation modules (specifically the tables shown in Figure 50). Another possibility (but by no

means the only alternative) is to distribute the exchanged information among databases ”owned”

by the various simulation modules. This option is more complex, but it may be more scalable for

a large simulation where the modules are geographically distant. In such a situation, the ALM

scenario just described would expand at the implementation level to something like that shown

in Figure 61.

XIV. PROPOSED NEXT STEPS

This Year 1 Report is a summary of our work in progress. So far, we have managed to arrive

at a common modular-based approach to modeling and simulating future electric energy systems.

We have introduced an automated way of modeling system modules and to use these models

to interactively emulate system response to variety of exogenous signals, such as deviation in

demand and intermittent power from forecast power. We have in place DyMonDS platform

for emulating market clearing in an interactive way given forecast power. The SGRS computer
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Fig. 61. Example distributed implementation of the ALM scenario.

platform is under development and at the stage that it is possible to seamlessly build on what

already exists.

We will coordinate with NIST to set priorities regarding the use of SGRS for emulating

Transactive Energy. We need to assess how is what we have done potentially useful to setting a

possible pilot in the area. We believe that our SGRS offers unique starting point for integrating

signals from hardware test beds already under development, such as CMU campus, Philly Navy

Yard micro-grid, NIST micro-grid, and the like. We propose to have one-day long workshop

on SGRS at CMU. Assuming NIST is interested, The NIST hardware micro-grid under devel-

opment, in particular, will be integrated with the simulation-based virtual test-beds representing

utility grids which comprise both the existing and new power equipment and cyber. Also, in

collaboration with NIST, cyber being simulated in SGRS will be considered for embedding into

NIST hardware test bed to demonstrate potential of smart PMUs, storage, responsive demand
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and other high bandwidth devices in supporting resilient and efficient integration of DERs into

NIST micro-grid and its interconnection to the utlity grid.

We plan to demonstrate the DyMonDS -based control paradigm by assessing the effects of

conventional control and the newly proposed control paradigm on the efficiency of electricity

markets, system resiliency during major abnormal conditions as well as the ability to integrate

DERs at value. In particular, further demonstration of high bandwidth devices in distributed test

beds will be pursued.

Notably, effort will be put into enhancing the characterization of modules described in this

report in terms of learned, internal and communicated data for technical reasons (cyber design

to ensure resiliency and efficiency, for example) into characterization which ensures privacy and

security. Using fundamentals, we know for each given module what data must be shared (through

interactive learning from the others and communicating to the others) and what data can remain

internal to each module, without deteriorating system-level performance. This knowledge will

be used to formally differentiate private and secure data from the data which needs to be shared.

A relation between this and on-going efforts toward secure smart grids by the industry and the

government will be studied.

In summary, there is much work left to do to have SGRS fully demonstrating DyMonDS

control paradigm. The SGRS will be first entirely simulation-based and it will be used to

demonstrate potential of DyMonDS framework in transmission, distribution and micro-grids, as

well as in systems comprising a mix of these. We already have real-world network data from the

electrical grids in the Azores Islands, Portugal. We will hold a workshop to show how DyMonDS

enabled system can support pre-specified system performance. Major work will be put into

relating characterization of modules presented in this report in terms of standards and protocols

for smart girds under development. This is a major challenge. As an example, as the testbed

becomes functional, it could be a powerful platform for exploring questions such as testing

the overlaps and efficacy of TeMIX versus OpenADR. This is still a debated issue, as described

in [44], and it would be helpful to be able to test a number of alternative communication scenarios.

Major technical challenge concerning standards and protocols for high bandwidth devices and

for DERs will be attempted using physics-based modular approach underlying SGRS.
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